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hhgregg Sawmill location leased by Appliance Factory and Mattress Kingdom. 
 
Columbus –- The hhgregg Sawmill location has been leased by Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom, 
the nation’s 28

th
 largest appliance dealer. The grand opening celebration at their 37,000 square foot 

showroom will start in November 2017. 
 
 Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is expanding into Ohio to fill the void left by hhgregg, who 
served the Ohio market for over 30 years. Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is recognized by the 
manufacturers across the nation as an aggressive discount appliance and mattress retailer that provides 
incredible savings to their customers. It’s estimated they’ve sold over 1 billion dollars worth of appliances 
and saved their customers $50 million dollars compared to what they would have paid at the big box 
stores.  
 
They do this by partnering with manufacturers, bringing in special buys, uncrated merchandise, and 
closeouts with a legitimate savings of 30-60%.  
 
The product is brand new and has full warranty. They also have extremely knowledgeable sales staff and 
supply their customers with luxury and premium appliances such as KitchenAid, Jenn-Air, Monogram, and 
Bosch. Owner and CEO, Chuck Ewing: “We opened up in Columbus to fill the void left by hhgregg. We 
will bring legitimate savings of 30-60% to customers in Ohio. We’re also providing jobs to extremely 
knowledgeable appliance product experts from hhgregg. We’ve assembled a tremendous staff that has 
outstanding knowledge and skills to support the customers of Columbus.”  
 
For their grand opening celebration, Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom has purchased thousands of 
appliances including hundreds of brand new, in-the-box refrigerator brands such as KitchenAid, Jenn-Air, 
Whirlpool, Maytag, GE, and Hotpoint and available for 30-60% off. The savings on these refrigerators are 
unbeatable. They are brand new in-the-box refrigerators that may have cosmetic flaws on the case. They 
have also purchased hundreds of LG, Samsung, and other branded washers and dryers at incredible 
savings to their customers. “I am proud to bring real savings to Ohio consumers, unlike anything offered 
elsewhere in the United States” Ewing stated. 
 
 
About Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom  
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom has leased the hhgregg Sawmill location. Appliance Factory & 
Mattress Kingdom is the nation’s 28th largest independent appliance and mattress retailer, moving up two 
spots from last year. CEO Chuck Ewing started the company in Denver from his garage in 1985 and grew 
it into a successful local business employing nearly 500 people.  
WHO: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom  
WHAT:  The hhgregg Sawmill location has been leased by Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom and 
plans to open in November. 
WHEN:   ovember 1, 201  to  ovember  0, 201     
WHERE: All 17 Locations 
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